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Category

Employee recognition software assists to enhance a company’s work

culture by providing tangible motivations for performing quality tasks

such as sales performance, content creation, customer service, etc. It

is a behavior-driven platform that permits management to set

qualifications or standards for rewards and track staff progress to

find the winners. Advanced tools offer peer reward and recognition

features. You can give out rewards for anything from a daily positive

attitude to yearly tenure recognition.

Further, you can integrate employee recognition software with

employee engagement solutions that are used to obtain feedback

from personnel to make positive changes. Both tools come under the

talent management software group which helps to track staff

progress with the aim of driving innovation and developing a

collaborative organizational culture.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.

The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

CONTENT SCORE

● Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,

success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

● Customer reference rating score

● Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on

FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

platform

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE

● Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

● Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

● Organic SEO key term rankings

● Company presence including # of press mentions

COMPANY SCORE

● Total # of employees (based on social media and public

resources)

● Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

● Glassdoor ranking

● Venture capital raised

Award Levels

MARKET LEADER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

substantial customer base & market

share. Leaders have the highest ratio of

customer success content, content

quality score, and social media presence

relative to company size.

TOP PERFORMER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

significant market presence and

resources and enough customer

reference content to validate their vision.

Top Performer's products are highly rated

by its customers but have not achieved

the customer base and scale of a Market

Leader.

RISING STAR

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that

does not have the market presence of

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

understands where the market is going

and has disruptive technology. Rising

Stars have been around long enough to

establish momentum and a minimum

amount of customer reference content

along with a growing social presence.
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* Companies listed in alphabetical order

2021 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Employee Recognition Software

based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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ABOUT ACHIEVERS

Achievers delivers the only true
cloud-based Employee Success
Platform that enables remarkable
business success. Designed
specifically to meet the complex
needs of today's changing, modern
workplace, it is the most engaging
software specifically designed to
engage, align and recognize
employees. Achievers Employee
Recognition and Rewards solution
provides companies with a robust
foundation for their employee
engagement initiatives by enabling
both social and rewards-based
recognition. Designed for today’s
workplace, Achievers’ innovative
cloud-based platform can increase
employee engagement and drive
business success. It empowers
employees to recognize and
reward each other in real time and
aligns employees with company
values and goals. Delivering
millions of recognitions annually,
the Achievers platform inspires
employee loyalty, engagement and
performance.

74
Total Customer References VIEW ALL REFERENCES

Featured Testimonials

Recognition helps fuel innovation at Ericsson. It’s part of what we expect from our
high-performance work culture, that we’re always on the cutting edge of technology. Achievers
helps us achieve our high-performance work culture, because what gets recognized gets
repeated. Achievers helps us to do that because they are also cutting edge.

JENNIFER HULETT
VICE PRESIDENT OF HR, ERICSSON

GM Recognition is not just a tool that allows employees to recognize and be
recognized globally, it is an enabler to drive the culture we need to win by
helping our employees link our GM Behaviors with the work we do every day.

SANDRA GARCIA
GLOBAL COMPENSATION LEAD, GLOBAL STRATEGIC INITIATIVES, GENERAL MOTORS

Achievers focuses on the larger picture of creating a positive work
experience which goes beyond recognition and rewards.

LAUREN BRITTINGHAM
DIRECTOR, ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, BAYHEALTH

With the Achievers platform, we’ve been able to house internal recognition
programs under one roof and increase positive awareness on employee and
team accomplishments throughout Power Design.

ALEX KERSEY
ENGAGEMENT MANAGER, POWER DESIGN INC.

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT KUDOS

Kudos® is an online employee
engagement and people analytics
platform that leverages the power
of social software to help
organizations share meaningful
value-based recognition and
feedback to reduce turnover,
improve employee happiness, and
boost performance. Kudos is a
Canadian company that serves
organizations in over 80 countries,
across 24 verticals, in 8 languages.

19
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Featured Testimonials

Before Kudos, our management team was not in the habit of thanking or recognizing
achievements. It [Kudos] really changed our culture. Now we’re reaping the benefits of giving
recognition and our 500-person team feels like more of a neighborhood. The Kudos staff have
been great from start to finish, helping us with anything we needed.

LISA PORTIS
TRAINING MANAGER, SWINOMISH CASINO & LODGE

Kudos has made recognition a daily event at Re:Sources while enhancing our
semi-annual Talent Awards. Our team loves the ability to freely recognize their
peers and share in each other’s success.

JULIET SOLORZANO
HUMAN CAPITAL SUPERVISOR, RE:SOURCES

Our Kudos program has transformed how we recognise achievements and celebrate success at Woodie’s. It
has provided our colleagues with an easy to use and easy to access platform for internal recognition. Since
implementing it, we have noticed a significant impact on our thanking culture. It has also provided a private
social network with a family feeling, with our values at its centre.

DAVID NALLY
LEARNING, DEVELOPMENT & COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER, WOODIE'S

For MTN, recognition has always been a priority. Growth and change have been at the forefront of our Total Reward
model. Kudos has helped us with our mission of delivering a Bold Digital World to our internal customers. I recommend
Kudos to all organizations as it is instant, on the go and a fun platform that is very much transparent and what I like the
most is that you can give it your own identity in terms of what you want to achieve as an organization.

LONWABO BUDAZA
RECOGNITION SPECIALIST, MTN

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT QUANTUM WORKPLACE

Quantum Workplace provides an
all-in-one employee engagement
software that makes managers the
central drivers of workplace
culture. Serving more than 8,700
organizations, Quantum
Workplace’s technology gives team
leaders direct access to employee
feedback and personalized
real-time insights, so they can
make work better every day. The
software includes surveys, goals,
recognition, feedback, one-on-one,
and alert features — providing a
powerful solution for team
engagement and continuous
improvement. As the survey
partner for America’s Best Places
to Work, Quantum Workplace has
helped honor and create top
workplaces for more than 15 years.
For more information, visit
quantumworkplace.com.

91
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Featured Testimonials

With Best Places to Work, you can do it just to get the recognition and a badge, or you can truly utilize the
feedback to make work great for your employees. But the difference between being a true
engagement-oriented culture and a company that’s trying to win an award is taking that data and actually
acting on it. And that’s what Quantum Workplace’s employee engagement program allowed us to do.

ANDREW DOWIS
COO, PRO ATHLETE, INC.

Quantum Workplace’s simple, lightweight software revolutionized our recognition strategy. Prior
to Quantum, we had no effective way of recognizing our geographically dispersed employees.
With Quantum Workplace’s Recognition, employees are able to inspire, encourage, and
appreciate one another easily, publicly, and in real-time.

JOELLYN CHAMPAGNE
CHIEF HR OFFICER, CARDON OUTREACH

We were looking for an engagement tool to keep our employees motivated, engaged,
and to reward them. We get all of that from Quantum Workplace, so we love it! It has
been a big catalyst in helping us grow our culture at Orangetheory.

CHRISTINE CARR
DIRECTOR OF PEOPLE RESOURCES, ORANGETHEORY

Quantum Workplace does two things extremely well: 1) They are incredibly responsive to our needs and provide fantastic
customer service every time. 2) The quality and depth of the statistical analysis. Every question I’ve had or thread I’ve
wanted to pull on, Quantum has been at the ready to answer and help me interpret. Quantum provides great service AND
great insights. They are able to flex to our specific needs and consult on how we can go about improving engagement at
our company.

VERNON O'DONNELL
SENIOR DIRECTOR, EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE, APOLLO EDUCATION GROUP

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT REWARD GATEWAY

Reward Gateway helps more than
1,800 companies worldwide
attract, motivate and engage the
best people with an employee
engagement platform that brings
employee recognition and reward,
communications, surveys and
discounts into one unified hub.
Clients include American Express,
Unilever, Samsung, IBM and
McDonald's.

160
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Featured Testimonials

I love throwing myself into the recognition data and content analytics every month. You can
actually see positive work relationships develop through the platform. It also gives us a way to
track collaboration and encourage a stronger social environment, even when people aren’t in
the office. We’re now seeing more of that than we ever have before.

MADDIE ROBERTS
REWARD AND RECOGNITION LEAD, CHECKATRADE

We are really enjoying using this (the recognition tool). With multiple locations
and staff so spread out, it's difficult to help them feel like they are a part of our
organization. This has helped our staff become more unified.

RYAN BLEHAR
VICE PRESIDENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES, NASCENTIA HEALTH

We chose to work with Reward Gateway because they were able to do every
single thing we needed for our people, their customer service is exceptional,
and the price point was right.

ANDY POPE
HEAD OF PERFORMANCE AND REWARD - PEOPLE, PERFORMANCE AND CULTURE, KPMG

It’s proved really valuable because it’s made it so easy for people to just say thank you
to anyone for anything. The simplicity of the program, the direct alignment of the
recognition to what we’re doing in the organisation has been really successful.

TORSTEN BECHT
EXECUTIVE MANAGER, SUNCORP GROUP

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT TERRYBERRY

Terryberry is a global provider of
employee rewards and recognition
programs, serving thousands of
employers of all sizes. Through
effective recognition, Terryberry
helps organizations to boost
morale, increase employee
engagement and retention and
create a culture of recognition.
Contact them to find out how
Terryberry can help you develop,
implement, and manage a
customized recognition program
for your staff.

60
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Featured Testimonials

The level of customization, in-depth reporting and online award options was everything we wanted in a
recognition program. Working collaboratively, United Bank & Trust and Terryberry rolled out our new
brand image and core values into three distinctive award levels. Co-workers find the system very user
friendly and it’s being used consistently throughout the organization. Terryberry was a perfect for United.

TIFFANEY GRUBER
VP HUMAN RESOURCES, UNITED BANK & TRUST

More and more staff are logging on and using it every day. They love being able to share
recognition in real-time and like learning about the achievements of staff they wouldn’t
otherwise learn about. We’re very excited about the future of this program and how it can help
us achieve our goals.

VANESSA PATTERSON
HUMAN RESOURCES COORDINATOR, QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY

We were extremely pleased with the quality of our custom recognition pins as
well as impressed by the excellent customer service. We had a tight
turn-around time and Terryberry delivered as promised.

C.M.
SPHR COMPENSATION & BENEFITS MANAGER, LAS PALMAS DEL SOL HEALTHCARE

My company uses Terryberry employee recognition platforms and has had a great experience!
They address needs quickly and listen to feedback when we have suggestions for system
enhancements. The platform has increased our level of employee engagement pertaining to
recognition tremendously.

RACHEL HAWK
HUMAN RESOURCES GENERALIST, FARM CREDIT ILLINOIS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT AWARDCO

Awardco has teamed with Amazon
Business to provide the most
powerful and flexible software for
all your recognition programs.
Using the largest reward network
in the world, you can show your
employees how much you
appreciate them by allowing them
to choose rewards they actually
care about - with no markups.
Amazon products, hotels, gift
cards, event tickets, and custom
service awards provide millions of
options for you and your
employees. Recognize an
employee for a job well done,
motivate teams to accomplish
goals, encourage peer to peer
recognition, recognize service
milestones, automate birthday and
anniversary notifications, and
much more - all in one simple,
innovative platform.

12
Total Customer References VIEW ALL REFERENCES

Featured Testimonials

Awardco motivates employees to go above and beyond, and allows
them to recognize their peers for a job well done.

CHRISTOPHER P. HILD
SVS VISION

Awardco allows our employees to redeem what they want when they want it,
and has allowed us to celebrate employees on their actual service anniversary
or birthday instead of waiting until the end of each month.

ELAYNA CONNER
SEMGROUP CORPORATION

Using the platform ensures employee's efforts will not go unacknowledged,
and I was able to make friends with different departments and teams and
establish a rapport with them using Awardco.

IAN JARLEGO
DTCC

Awardco is very hands off for me and I enjoy that. It has streamlined the
process and has made sending information out to managers and employees
so much easier and faster.

SUSAN BAHL
NMC GROUP, INC

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT BLUEBOARD

Blueboard is the employee
rewards and recognition platform
for the modern workplace.
Blueboard enables companies to
reward top employees with
memorable, personal and
shareable experiences.
Experiences as rewards not only
provide a more meaningful avenue
for employee recognition, but also
create a lasting impact on your top
engagement metrics (like
increased employee motivation
and retention rates, and providing
a more positive company culture).

38
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Featured Testimonials

Blueboard has transformed how we approach employee recognition as a company. Replacing
spot bonuses that we couldn't socialize to now celebrating employees publicly for their
achievement - as well as the amazing experience they picked to celebrate! I love it!

MARK D.
HR DIRECTOR, GUIDEWIRE

I love how Blueboard's platform makes it possible to reward people with experiences
that are remembered, celebrated, and enjoyed every time. It's easy for other bonuses
to be deposited and quickly forgotten or worse - become expected.

JACOB D.
DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT, TOTAL ACCESS URGENT CARE

Using Blueboard is easily the most rewarding part of my day. I thoroughly enjoy when my
coworkers share photos of the trips they've taken thanks to Blueboard. Not only do they seem
refreshed from a wonderful vacation, they seem thankful and are excited to encourage other
employees to utilize our referral program.

KAYLAN JACKSON
RECRUITING OPERATIONS, TRADESHIFT

Blueboard was extremely helpful throughout the entire process ensuring that the messaging
was clear. The landing page was huge - it served as a point of clarification and a touchpoint for
Merchandisers to explore what example experiences might be, and helped them latch on as a
motivating factor to hit their goals.

CAROLINE CONSTABLE
FORMER PROMOTIONS + INCENTIVES MARKETING MANAGER, CHLOE + ISABEL

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT BONUSLY

Bonusly is a fun, personal
recognition & rewards program
that enriches your company
culture and improves employee
engagement. With Bonusly,
everyone in your organization can
publicly recognize everyone else by
giving small bonuses that add up
to meaningful rewards. Bonusly
can: connect recognition to your
core values, give visibility to
everyone's contributions, integrate
with communication tools your
employees use every day,
streamline all types of recognition
& rewards, and evaluate
recognition trends.

55
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Featured Testimonials

Bonusly has really helped us build a culture of recognition. We looked at some other solutions
but knew that in order for this to be successful, it had to be easy to use. Bonusly's Slack
integration was the right fit for our team: it meets our employees where they already are, and
they don't have to use a separate system to give recognition.

ALICIA DEL CARMEN RAYMOND
SENIOR PEOPLE PARTNER, ENGINEERING, MONGODB

Bonusly gives our remote team a tangible way to recognize each other for
accomplishments, however big or small. It’s helped our team be more proactive about
encouraging one another and has helped solidify and grow the culture we want.

JOSH PIGFORD
FOUNDER, BAREMETRICS

Bonusly has transformed the way we activate peer-to-peer recognition at Chobani. The
program has brought our amazingly diverse company together behind a common goal of
real-time acknowledgement and fostered a genuine spirit of recognition in all that we do.

GRACE ZUNCIC
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF PEOPLE, CHOBANI

Bonusly allows for consistent recognition for our team members because all team members can
reward people for their above and beyond contributions, not just management. The other
feature that makes everyone happy is that they can choose rewards that they are interested in
instead of us choosing something that will never be used.

JEN GREFENHAUS
HR MANAGER, LAKE EMMA ANIMAL HOSPITAL

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT GUUSTO

Do People Feel Appreciated? Build
a Culture of Recognition. We
believe People come first! Are you
looking to create Highly Effective
Teams that achieve amazing
things? We help HR Leaders build a
Culture of Recognition that boosts
Engagement, Performance and
Retention! Simple tools that deliver
the best ROI out there! START FOR
FREE at GUUSTO.COM.

54
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Featured Testimonials

I love Guusto for employee recognition. The digital format has saved valuable
time and drastically improved my ability to recognize team members for their
great work. And it only took a few minutes to get up and running!

ANDREW ADDISON
VICE PRESIDENT, FLEISHMANHILLARD PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRM

Guusto provides us with an efficient platform to send our associates a financial reward so that they are able
to purchase merchandise or spend their gift card value on a fun experience. It has also given us another
channel for sending our associates recognition for their outstanding personal achievements. We have really
enjoyed this new program and it has definitely helped to motivate and drive results.

TINA DO
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT TO VP, HARRY ROSEN, INC

This software is very very simple to use. It offers quick videos on any area you need clarification
on. Step by Step instructions and not to worry, if you find you made an error once you have
submitted the order; you can quickly recall it back in seconds. Another great feature is the
on-line chat myself and other staff members have used this many times.

LINDA FAIELLA
MANAGER FIELD SALES SUPPORT, CARLTON CARDS

I really enjoyed working with the Guusto team. They are very knowledgeable and helpful about
their industry. They are also super efficient and quick with getting work completed! Any time I
had a question or needed assistance, their turnaround was awesome.

KAILA MICHALKIEWICZ
SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER, LEVI STRAUSS & CO.

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT KAZOO

Kazoo is the only all-in-one people
management solution in the
market that takes recognition,
engagement, and performance
and delivers them in one powerful
platform. Through its Recognition
& Rewards, Performance
Management, and Surveys
offerings, Kazoo is an
award-winning, employee-first
solution that increases
productivity, retention, and
revenue, and enables companies
to build a purpose-driven culture
of high engagement and high
performance. With over 500 global
customers, the Kazoo platform
puts actionable analytics in the
hands of business leaders,
connecting them to what really
matters. Kazoo is when work is
working.
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Kazoo gives us great data to help us grow our culture, recognition, and
wellness programs as we grow.

ERIN NEWBILL
TOTAL REWARDS DIRECTOR, 2U

From creating behavior bonuses to running analytics to receiving or sending
points and redeeming rewards for the user, the platform is useful, intuitive,
and rewarding.

GILLIAN CALLEY
LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS PARTNER, LOGICMONITOR

As we rapidly expand across the globe, Kazoo has given Trintech a platform
for us to connect with colleagues and recognize each other’s outstanding
contributions in real time.

TERESA MACKINTOSH
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, TRINTECH

Kazoo is a great fit for what we do and what we stand for. Employees are
more consistently giving good service. If we treat each other well, we are seeing
that there’s a return on investment to members.

EVAN FOURNET
AVP OF LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT, RBFCU
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ABOUT MOTIVOSITY

Motivosity is a modern employee
engagement software with the
mission to make people happier at
work. Our products are designed
to attack the top three drivers for
employee motivation and
engagement: being recognized and
appreciated for what you do,
feeling connected to your
manager, and having a strong
sense of community. With an
average 95% user engagement
rate, our software drives amazing
results by making visible all the
great work your team members
are doing. This platform allows
recognition between peers and
managers, builds a sense of
connection and community,
facilitates consistent
communication between
managers and employees, and
provides actionable insights for
company leadership.
#thanksmatters
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The ability to connect all departments within the corporate office, is great.
Equally important the ability to connect to our remote locations employees.
This software has been the glue that holds us together.

MOTIVOSITY USER
BOSCH

Motivosity keeps us connected. The Motivosity platform is a part of our
culture, and it transitioned from an in-person workplace to a virtual
workplace seamlessly.

STEVE EYRE
EVP, ZIONS BANCORPORATION

Culture is all about interactions. You can have the parties and perks, but at the end of
the day, your company culture is about how your team members interact with each
other. Motivosity has helped enhance our interactions amongst our team members.

GREG PRICE
DIRECTOR OF PEOPLE, HEALTHEQUITY INC.

Motivosity has played a key role in helping us establish and maintain our culture as we have
grown rapidly. It helps our team members reinforce our cultural attributes and operating
principles on a daily basis. It’s nice to have 3rd party recognition in awards like this one from
Gallup, but the real value is in great employee retention and engagement.

TOM BURTON
CO-FOUNDER/EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, HEALTH CATALYST
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ABOUT SNAPPY

Snappy offers teams a collection of
trending products, unique
experiences, subscriptions, or
getaways from leading brands like
Amazon, Best Buy, Birchbox, and
Cloud9Living. Snappy reinvents the
way companies recognize and
reward their team members with
personalized and joyful gifts.
Snappy offers a fun and interactive
digital experience by allowing team
members to choose the gift they
actually like from personalized
options.
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Snappy's tool provides a fun, interactive, and admin-light experience to ensure our star employees all over the world are
recognized for great work. We have also taken advantage of the automatic anniversary gifts making us look uber
thoughtful with 100% reliability. Employees have been thankful for both the recognition and unique selection of gifts to
choose from. Snappy even offers a concierge when employees are looking for something unique. Net net, it's a no brainer
win.

JOY WOLKEN
HAPPY CAMPER, VP PEOPLE & CULTURE, ALATION

We care deeply about our employees at TaskRabbit and Snappy really helps us live our core
values by allowing us to recognize milestones, life events and stellar performance! Managers
and employees enjoy opening their inbox to find that they have received a Snappy which
celebrates the wins and motivates our team as we lead the future together!

SARALYNN MALOTT
MASTER BLASTER, HAPPY CAMPER, HEAD OF PEOPLE, TASKRABBIT

Snappy Gifts is an amazing process to get customized gifts to employees. We have used Snappy
for recognition for weeks and love it! Gifts are sent to the employees' home which takes the
hassle out of trying to deliver gifts to a large group of people. It also allows people to select
exactly what they want.

COURTNEY MARSHALL
CLINIC MANAGER, MOUNTAIN VIEW HOSPITAL

Snappy is all about empowering our employees to create amazing moments for each other.
Whether it’s celebrating a birthday, anniversary, or just a special occasion, Snappy is a great
way to recognize and be inclusive of employees who work in the office or are remote. We
constantly receive feedback from our employees about how special it feels to be appreciated
with a Snappy.

TRACY NOEL
HAPPY CAMPER | DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES, MERCHANTS AUTOMOTIVE GROUP
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ABOUT TEMBOSOCIAL

TemboSocial's employee
recognition and employee
feedback solutions allow you to
leverage your Intranet investment
with deeply integrated add-ins. By
bringing key business processes
such as enterprise recognition and
awards, surveys, forms, quizzes
and idea collaboration inside the
Intranet, their clients are able to
drive platform adoption, reduce
risk and provide all lines of
business with the modern tools
they expect.
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The team at TemboSocial really went above and beyond with helping us to launch our
recognition program. We couldn’t be more pleased with their customer service and just how
smooth the whole process was. Because of their easy-to-follow onboarding, attention to detail,
and fast responses, we now have this amazing tool to share with the company.

JASON AULICINO
TRAINING SPECIALIST, NEW RELIC

TemboSocial is a valuable partner to RBC, providing us with effective tools that make employee
recognition fun, easy and most importantly, impactful. I really feel they have our best interests
at heart and are always willing to work with us to find solutions that meet our needs.

CANDICE MAKHAN
ASSISTANT MANAGER, ROYAL BANK OF CANADA

Thanks to TemboSocial, the ‘Greystone Shout Out’ has become an important component of our
employee culture. This online tool allows us to instantly recognize each other when employees
personify the Greystone culture. TemboSocial Recognition was a perfect fit for the culture we
envisioned.

CLAUDIA SCHIEPERS
CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER, GREYSTONE

We wanted a recognition program that could reinforce our core values, while
giving employees the ability to personalize the messages and make them more
meaningful to the recipient and the organization at large.

LAUREN WILLIS
DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE ENGAGEMENT, AMERICAN ADVISORS GROUP (AAG)
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ABOUT BUCKETLIST

Bucketlist transforms your
company culture. With a select
staff dedicated to your company’s
success, they provide the ultimate
employee rewards and recognition
platform. Bucketlist helps
companies achieve both of those
goals, reward team members in a
meaningful way that matters to
them, deploy a single easy-to-use
integrated platform, build a
positive culture of recognition and
rewards, and attract and retain the
top talent you need. They help
make your employees love their
company. They’re on a mission to
build the best cultures in the world.
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As a tech company we’re always looking for ways to keep our team fired up.
This was, by far, the most popular program we've had this year. People love
the recognition and the ability to knock things off their bucket list.

BART WISNIOWSKI
PRESIDENT, ADVISOR WEBSITES

Seeing managers recognize not only their staff, but staff in other departments is super
refreshing. You don’t always get to hear recognition from a manager so directly, but having it in
real time, ‘Thank you for what you did, great job, and keep up the good work’ has been amazing
for morale all around the company.

JULIANNE SILLETTI
HUMAN RESOURCES ASSISTANT, FIRSTBANK

Bucketlist is a culture building platform. It's a great way to align staff members around values
and key activities. It's also a ton of fun. From an ownership perspective I'm always interested in
recruiting and keeping great people and this is the best tool I've found.

NICHOLAS POPOFF
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, GEM HOSPITALITY GROUP

Through the Brand Services Recognition Program, anchored by Bucketlist, this
is the most connected the Shanghai team has ever felt to the rest of the
company; we absolutely love it!

LUKE BOEHLAND
BRAND CUSTOMER SUCCESS MANAGER, OPSEC SECURITY
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ABOUT JOBPTS

Employee recognition is a powerful
way to drive employee
engagement and productivity and
align the whole organization
around desired employee
behaviors. With JobPts you will be
able to manage all your
company-wide recognition
programs in one unified platform.
JobPts offers an extensive all-digital
rewards network that is available
in over 140 countries around the
globe to support your global
recognition programs. With the out
of the box integration with SAP
SuccessFactors, other HRIS and HR
tech solutions, you will be able to
automate recognition actions
based on triggers from your
existing HR tech solutions.
Therefore you can automate
recognition for service
anniversaries, birthdays, project
completions, employee
onboarding and other talent
management initiatives. JobPts is
very easy to use which enables all
employees to easily join …
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A few clicks here, a few clicks there and anyone in the company can recognize a colleague for
doing a great job, for being a great team-player and much more. From a 'features' point of
view, I do think that both the tool and Semos team are doing their best to accommodate the
client's requests.

PETRE FLORIAN GRIDAN
HRIS SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR, OMV

With JobPts, we simplified and sychronized our recognition landscape saving IT but also
administration resources a lot. Recognition is a very important topic nowadays as we see on
our site. The JobPts tool is one of our highest rated HR services in our company what speaks for
itself.

MAIKE KUNZ
TOTAL REWARDS SENIOR CONSULTANT, SAP

We wanted a solution that would help us drive cultural change in JTI. As our
employees were looking for more appreciation, implementing Rewards &
Recognition program with JobPts was the perfect solution.

ANDREW BEAN
MANAGER OF PEOPLE AND CULTURE COMMUNICATIONS, JTI

Semos Cloud is meeting the new demands around improving Employee Experience with its
innovative engagement platforms along with a range of specialized HR apps. They are designed
to not just boost business performance, but also provide tangible results to employees,
managers and HR executives.

MISHO MARKOVSKI
HEAD OF RESEARCH AND INDUSTRY ANALYST, APPS RUN THE WORLD
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ABOUT RECOGNIZE

Recognize is an employee
recognition & staff rewards
program. The Recognize team are
inventors, technologists, &
psychologists dedicated to building
the best employee recognition app
in the marketplace. That's why the
Recognize employee recognition &
rewards program is inside
Workplace by Facebook, Outlook,
Sharepoint, and other apps your
staff use on a daily basis.
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Recognize has completely changed the way we showcase the hard work of our employees and reward them. Before we
implemented the tool, we would use email to share great comments from clients or acknowledge when someone went
above and beyond. Now, we have a strategic plan in place to track all the recognitions, showcase our company culture,
and reward our employees. We’ve sent out surveys to get feedback on Recognize and have received wonderful comments
from remote and satellite office employees feeling more connected and overall the entire team feels more inspired. It’s a
great way to show appreciation to your colleague for day to day accomplishments and it definitely boosts office moral.

MATTHEW CLYDE
PRESIDENT AND CO-FOUNDER, IDEAS COLLIDE

This is definitely a really simple solution to implement and carries so much
momentum if followed through by everyone (including Executives!).

BRUCH RIOCH
CHIEF DATA OFFICER, METRO BANK

At Dealogic, we recognize employees want to feel relevant that they are valued for their
contributions and for who they are. That’s why ‘recognition’ is at the center of our
employee engagement strategy, and we’ve been very pleased with the results.

CAROLYN CRESSWELL
GLOBAL HEAD OF TALENT MANAGEMENT, DEALOGIC

Recognize helps contribute to our culture and engagement throughout
our regions. It is also fun for our employees!

SHANNON MCPARTLAND
HUMAN RESOURCES, VISIONS FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
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ABOUT REDII

Redii is the home of memorable
experiences, curated for the
modern workplace. They take the
hard work out of unearthing and
nurturing exceptional workplace
cultures and recognising the
people at the heart of driving
growth. The Redii approach is
based on the power of experiences
to celebrate moments and create
memories that build trust and
connection. They have access to
the largest catalogue of
experiences that unearth
exceptional workplace cultures
through connection and
collaboration.
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The ultimate form of success for us is when consumers are getting a good deal. To achieve that, we need to
have a brand that resonates with consumers, to inspire them to support our campaigns, encourage some
to become CHOICE members, and motivate them to tell their friends and family about CHOICE. We
obviously can’t do this without engaged and motivated staff. These factors are all reflected in our key
metrics.

ALAN KIRKLAND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CHOICE

We continue to thrive both personally and as an organisation by
embracing a generous and supportive workplace culture.

CHRIS RILEY
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, WAVELENGTH

Employee engagement has been measured throughout the period since the
implementation of the framework and their results are better than ever (e-NPS
at +86% and employee satisfaction 9.4 out of 10).

PETER HOOYMANS
FOUNDER, MELBOURNE REAL ESTATE

Employee engagement has been at its highest in 11 years. Employee
Recognition plays an important part in our culture.

JAMES KEMP
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, AMICUS GROUP
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ABOUT XEXEC

Xexec provides employee reward
and recognition, benefits &
discounts, concierge services, and
innovative employee engagement
solutions for large corporations
and customers. They are UK's
leading provider to financial and
professional service firms with a
range of innovating and exciting
products focusing on rewarding
both employees and customers.
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We have been overwhelmed by the uptake of and engagement with our new Reward & Recognition platform. In the first
week alone we have had over 200 individual awards and 15 team nominations. Xexec’s platform has been a wonderful
addition by enabling our colleagues to easily recognise and reward each other’s contributions, making each individual feel
like they are part of the team and appreciated in the workplace. Xexec has to take a lot of credit for the success we have
already seen in early adoption.

SALLY PURBRICK
HEAD OF REWARD, ANGLIAN WATER

Xexec have been key to our efforts not only to enhance the total reward proposition at Sussex, but also to
make inroads into the holy grail for all reward professionals, making sure that the benefits profile is relevant
to our people, and easy to access. We employ a very diverse range for people, from world leading professors
to main grade finance professionals, the Xexec solution provide something for everyone.

STEVE WALSH
DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX

To help us achieve our goals we must be able to recognise, reward and celebrate our colleagues’ success. Xexec’s
understanding of our organisation, along with their ability to create our bespoke branded engagement portal, has been a
key reason for us moving over to their platform. We have been really happy with the results so far and the way our teams
across the UK have embraced it. It has not only enabled us to demonstrate that we really appreciate all our employees’
hard work but it has made each and every member of the team, across the UK feel part of our special community.

ROBIN TAKOOR
REWARD SPECIALIST, CANCER RESEARCH UK

We were looking for a high quality, easy to use website to give employees access to a wide range of exclusive offers and
discounts. Xexec offered precisely that and in partnership we launched the Sytner Employee Benefit Website in February.
Uptake has been good, with a large number of employees using the service and employee feedback has been really positive.
It is really great to be able to offer our employees such a comprehensive range of products with the support of Xexec.

MEL ROGERS
DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES, SYTNER GROUP
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ABOUT ZESTFUL

Zestful, the ultimate employee
perk program, makes it easy for
companies of all sizes to reward
their team with the products and
services they care about most. It’s
employee perks, made personal.
Through creative, simple, and
powerful technology, Zestful helps
employees be happy. With the
ability to personalize allowances
like recurring rewards and
one-time bonuses, they make it
simple to value each employee for
who they are.
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Zestful works exactly the way we want our benefits program to work. It’s easily the
most used offering at 15Five, and has been such a great addition to our company
culture by giving us a platform to take care of our people in a meaningful way.

SYDNEY LY
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE AND CULTURE MANAGER, 15FIVE

Simple, easy to use. It's a great way to give thanks to a colleague,
especially at a remote company.

SARAH C
MARKETING COORDINATOR, TAXJAR

Zestful is so easy to use and gives you the flexibility to offer employees fun new perks.
Traditional methods can get boring and complicated (partnering with ONE gym, filling out tax
forms for subway tickets, etc). This gives everyone the ability to use their perks seamlessly and
places that actually benefit us.

CLAUDIA V
PRODUCT CONSULTANT, MONDAY.COM

I love that there are specific categories that I am allowed to use my perks on. It
takes the back and forth out of making sure I am allowed to spend my perks
on what my company has set guidelines for.

JOEY M
PRODUCT DESIGNER, TRUECOACH
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